THE HAPPENING WORLD:

- Vince McCaffrey has said that GALAXY and CALILEO will rise again. There are plans for at least one issue of the latter during 1981, and one of the former as well.
- The Arsen Darney that we 'discovered' in the last EINBLATT is indeed the one who has written SF.
- Peter Larson would like to apologize for setting his pants on fire during the meeting of 4 April. The smell was terrible, Peter.
- The Ritual Hunt for the Dread Orange Fan will be the weekend of 6-7 June. Bring your own guns and torches. (don't bother asking)
- The editors of RUNE would like to know if anyone has a complete set of RUNE. The club and/or the current editors would like to assemble at least one set, and even if you don't want a dandy tax write-off, we'd like to xerox any issues before number 45.
- We have discovered that Rick Raphael is living in Plymouth MN, and is writing SF again. Huzzah!
- Remember to listen to Shockwave on KFAI, Tuesday (?) nights at 7 pm. Them's our brave lads in the trenches who put Shockwave together; and now there's the Shockwave Album. Ask Jerry Stearns for details. He'll ask you for money (not much).
- There is an important Fanzine out from various southern fans called SUNCATCHER. It is available from Jim Gilpatrick for a buck. Write c/o Box 57031, Birmingham AL 35259.
- The terms 'Denver' and 'disaster' have been used in the same sentence. Worldcon politics as usual.
- Save your milk cartons for the *all new* Minn-Stf entry in the 1981 Aquatennial Milk Carton Boat Race. Details from and cartons to Jan Appelbaum and Karen Johnson. Remember we won our division last year, lets do it again!!
- A real Atlanta Worldcon bid now exists (this would be 1986)- the only name that we have associated with it at this time is Gene Spitler. (Both southern notes here from ANVIL, the club-zine in Birmingham.)
- The residents of Minneapolis' famous Bozo Bus Building are still fighting the second rent increase that they have been hit with in the last twelve months. General consensus is that Jerry Baer wants to turn the place into Condos...
- If you bring a frisbee to Fair Oaks Park, Mondays or Thursdays, at about 5:30 pm, you might well find yourself amongst a crowd of folks and maybe even enjoying yourself... Don't tell them where you heard about it.
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